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Abstract

Bey, Scott. MS Department of Earth and Environmental Science, Wright State University,
2012. Reservoir Characterization and Seismic Expression of the Clinton Interval over
'RPLQLRQ¶V*DERU*DV6WRUDJH)LHOG in North-East Ohio.

In northeastern Ohio, an interval of interbedded sandstone and shale between the
Queenston Shale and the Dayton Formation (both in the Silurian System) has long been
referred WRDVWKH³&OLQWRQLQWHUYDO´7KH&OLQWRQLQWHUYDOKDVSURGXFHGRLODQGJDVIRU
over a century, but has been converted locally to gas storage. Within the Clinton interval,
reservoirs are commonly compartmentalized, in part because the sandstones are
discontinuous but also because fractures enhance permeability in portions of otherwise
continuous sandstones. The goal of this study is to characterize the Clinton interval
within the Gabor gas storage field of Dominion East Ohio near Canton, Ohio, using
existing geophysical well logs and recently acquired 2D vibroseis reflection data
(courtesy of Precision Geophysical).
Gamma ray logs were used to construct isopach, net sand maps and cross-sections
throughout the study area. The entire Clinton interval ranges between 85 and 116 ft thick
and contains significantly less clean sand with less continuity than the Stark-Summit field
to the east. The White Clinton ranges between 15 ± 48 ft thick and contains a greater
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amount of clean sand compared to the Red and Stray Clinton. The Red Clinton ranges
between 20 ± 66 ft thick in the Gabor field and tends to have fairly continuous thick
sandstone bodies towards the top and becomes more shaly at the base. The uppermost
subunit, the Stray Clinton ranges between 18 ± 50 ft thick and contains the least amount
of sand but has thin sand beds that show possible continuity throughout the field. The
new 2D vibroseis seismic lines reveal variations within the Clinton interval expressed as
laterally varying interference of seismic wavelets apparently associated with changes in
the composition and thickness of sandstone and shale layers. Variable area displays of the
seismic data reveal specific areas with large attenuation of seismic energy that also
appear as bright spots in displays of various seismic attributes. These features can be
correlated directly to an area of high production that appears on the map of initial
production values.
This research shows that seismic reflection data and its derived seismic attributes
are likely underutilized in the explorations and development of the Clinton interval in
Ohio.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
7KH³&OLQWRQLQWHUYDO´LVDWHUPXVHGE\GULOOHUVIRU6LOXULDQGHSRVLWVRILQWHUEHGGHG
sandstone and shale between the Queenston Shale and Dayton Formation in northeastern
Ohio. The Clinton interval has produced oil and gas for over a century, but has been
converted locally to gas storage. The Clinton interval commonly exhibits
compartmentalized reservoirs partly due to the discontinuous nature of sandstones
resulting from deltaic deposition, but also is influenced by fractures. Seismic methods
have not conventionally been considered useful for exploration here. However, it appears
that variations in the Clinton interval can be detected in 2D seismic data because of the
laterally varying interference of seismic wavelets associated with changes in the
composition and thickness of sandstone and shale layers. In this study, the Gabor gas
storage field operated by the Dominion East Ohio near Canton, Ohio, is stratigraphically
characterized from geophysical well logs and seismically modeled to understand how
variations in the Clinton are expressed in new 2D vibroseis seismic data provided by
Precision Geophysical across the storage field.

1.1 Location
This study was conducted over 'RPLQLRQ¶V*DERUJDVVWRUDJHILHOGLQQRUWKHDVW
Ohio near Canton, which is just west of the main Dominion gas storage field (figure
1.1.1). The data for this project is located in three counties, and four townships: Northeast
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Wayne county in Chippewa and Baughman Townships, Southwest Summit county in
Franklin township, and Northwest Stark county in Lawrence township. Oil and gas
exploration and production began in this area of Ohio in the 1930s. In the 1960s depleted
fields were converted to gas storage by The East Ohio Gas Company, now known by
Dominion East Ohio. The seismic surveys used in this study were acquired over the
smaller Gabor field to get velocities for aid in interpretation of the passive seismic dataset
acquired by Spectraseis.

F igure 1.1.1. Location of study area and seismic lines.
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C hapter 2
T he C linton Interval
The Clinton iQWHUYDODOVRNQRZQDVWKH³&OLQWRQ´VDQGVWRQHLVDWLJKWVDQGVWRQH
with interbedded shale units which has been producing oil and gas since the late 1800s
(Alkire, 1951). In Ohio, the area of Clinton interval production runs nearly north south
through the eastern half of the state. The Clinton interval oil recovery averages at 17,000
bbl/well and ranges from 1,000-75,000 bbl/well (Overbey, 1971). Knight (1969) stated
that the Clinton interval gas reserves are limited to less than 60 bbl of oil or 250 Mcf of
gas per acre-foot. The under lying Cabot Head Shale is thought to be the source of the
hydrocarbons found in the Clinton interval, with commercial production from the Clinton
interval coming from the red and white subunits. (Knight, 1969). It is now widely
accepted that the Clinton interval is a deltaic deposit where highest production often is
related to point bars and channel fill reservoirs (Keltch, 1985). The Clinton interval has
been primarily explored by cores and well logs and not using related seismic surveys, but
the white Clinton has been recognized to be a seismic reflector (Gerst, 2007).

2.1 Stratigraphic Location
The Clinton interval is an informal unit found in the eastern part of the Lower
Silurian regional oil and gas accumulation extending through West Virginia,
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Pennsylvania, Ontario and New York (Ryder and Zagorski, 2003). This Clinton interval
is not to be confused with the Clinton Formation which outcrops in New York, but
instead should be correlated with the Medina Group outcropping in New York
(McCormac and others, 1996). The Clinton interval is between the Upper and Lower
Cabot head shale, which rest unconformably on top of the Ordovician Queenston Shale
and conformably below the Brassfield Limestone (Ryder, 2003).

Three informal

subunits of the Clinton interval have been named by drillers: the white, red and stray
Clinton (Pepper, 1953), and widely used in Clinton interval literature. The Ohio
Geological Survey names these three units, based on their relationship with Lower
Silurian outcrops in New York, the Grimsby Sandstone (white), the Cabot Head
Sandstone (red), and the Thorold Sandstone (stray) (Keltch, 1985).
The first published paper on the Clinton interval was by Bonine in 1915, which
stated that the Clinton interval crops out on the eastern flanks of the Cincinnati Arch and
dips under the Appalachian coal basin. Bonine (1915) believed that oil and gas pools
were trapped by local and possibly regional anticlines (Bonine, 1915). Lockett and
Cottingham (1927), said that oil and gas was trapped stratigraphically by shale and
sandstone body pinch-outs (Lockett, 1927). Pepper (1953) suggested that local variations
in dip appear to be a positive setting for hydrocarbon trap, but often lack structural
closure(Pepper, 1953). Knight (1969) concluded structure is negligible but rather that oil
and gas accumulations are controlled by stratigraphic traps (Knight, 1969). Later Walters
(1980) combined both suggestions and stated that oil and gas pools are caused by
stratigraphic traps, but structure should be given greater attention (Walters, 1980).
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2.2 L ithology and Depositional E nvironment of the C linton Interval
The lower most subunit, the white Clinton, is characterized as fine to very fine
grained, light gray sandstone with interbedded dark gray shale. The sand bodies of the
white Clinton vary in thickness (most often no greater than 4 inches thick), and contain
less than 2% porosity. Units thicker than 3 feet are typically massive and contain the
greater porosity (Smiraldo, 1985).
The overlying red Clinton is a fine to very fine grained pink to red sandstone and
coarse siltstone with interbedded shale. Cement type is typically silica with small
amounts of hematite, anhydrite, and carbonate. Most of the sand bodies are argillaceous
with very poor to moderate sorting, giving a low porosity of 2%. The clean sand bodies in
red Clinton subunit are typically massive with near vertical fractures and a porosity of 39%. Interbedded sandstone and siltstones are often argillaceous and very poorly sorted
with a porosity of less than 4% (Smiraldo, 1985).
The uppermost unit, the stray Clinton, is very fine to fine grained light gray
sandstone with cross-lamination and interbedded dark gray silty shale and dolomite.
Locally very small sand bodies occur in the stray Clinton (Smiraldo, 1985).
The Clinton interval in general is a tight reservoir with less than 12% porosity and
a typical permeability of 2 md (Knight, 1969). Dissolution of calcareous cement and
dissolution of allogenic and authigenic feldspar causes the secondary porosity in the
Clinton (Smiraldo, 1985). Permeability in the Clinton interval is caused generally by
fractures (Fernandez, 1990). Watts et al. (2010) supported the results of Fernandez (1990)
and also mapped lineaments to show fracture orientations in a NW-SE direction which
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lead to higher production rates. Core Laboratories analysis of a core from the nearby
North Canton gas storage field indicates 0.35 fractures per foot (Core Laboratories, 1991).
Dr. Byron Kulander analysis of the same core found 0.30 fractures per vertical foot
(Watts et al, 2010).
The Clinton Interval has long been thought, by many, to be a deltaic deposit. The
Medina Sandstone is a transgressive strand plain deposit marking the beginning of the
Silurian period (Knight, 1969). The Lower Cabot Head Shale, a mudstone, marked the
end of early Silurian transgression and the beginning of the deltaic system. The white and
red Clinton marked the delta front and delta plain deposits produced by progradation.
The decrease in sediment supply and transgressive seas caused the delta plain deposits to
be reworked into thin sand beds known as the stray Clinton (Keltch, 1985). The stray
Clinton was quickly followed by the Upper Cabot Head Shale, a fairly thin shallow
marine shale. As the seas continued to transgress the uppermost unit of the Lower
Silurian section, the Brassfield limestone (drillers term Packer Shell) was deposited as,
which is a laterally extensive shelf carbonate (Keltch, 1985).

2.3 Seismic Reflection
The Clinton interval has not been considered a seismic reflection target, but has
rather been explored by the use of cores and well logs. The Clinton interval was explored
for CO2 sequestration using seismic reflection (Gerst, 2007), who determined that the
white Clinton generated a seismic reflection. Forward modeling of the Clinton interval
was done by Wytovich (2010).
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C hapter 3
Motivation for Study
Wytovich (2010), characterized the Clinton interval over 'RPLQLRQ¶V6WDUNSummit gas storage field a few miles east of this study area. The Stark-Summit field is
significantly larger than the Gabor field of this study. Wytovich (2010) discovered trends
for each unit through isopach, isolith and initial production maps and showed is little or
no apparent correlation between thickness of clean sand and production values. Most
importantly to the present study, was the identification by Wytovich (2010) of the seismic
signature of the Clinton interval. He suggested the signature as being characterized by
thin bed tuning and side lobe interference of the wavelets of the reflections from the
Dayton Formation above and the Medina sandstone below. The identification of the
seismic signature by Wytovich (2010) is the basis for this project.
The second reason for this study is the availability of a new seismic reflection
data set collected by Wright State University, Precision Geophysical and Spectraseis in
the course of a larger study. That larger study was to test prototype down hole broadband
seismic sensors together with a surface broadband passive seismic survey to examine
reservoir seismic resonance. As a part of that broader study two 2D vibroseis seismic
lines were acquired and are the seismic data analyzed in the present study.
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C hapter 4
Reservoir C haracterization
A cquisition
Well logs and initial production values, were made available by the Ohio
Geological Survey and Dominion East Ohio for this study. The well logs were supplied
as either tiff image files or paper copies. The copies were scanned into the computer as a
tiff image file using Neuroscan. Once all the logs were acquired as tiff files they were
digitized using the program, Neurolog, to produce digital las files, which are text files
containing the well information in a header with gamma ray values per half foot. For this
study the gamma ray log was the only log of interest for analyzing sand-shale ratio,
therefore it was the only log digitized. This study analyzed 75 logs, which fully spans the
Gabor field as well as the outer most wells of the larger field to the north and east. The
total area mapped for the stray is 18.63 mi2 (48.25 km2), 17.75 mi2 (45.97 km2) for the
red and 5.57 mi2 (14.43 km2) for the white and entire Clinton interval.
A nalysis
The well log data collected was analyzed using multiple methods for the purpose
of displaying the ClintRQ,QWHUYDO¶VFKDUDFWHULVWLFV. Cross sections were produced to
examine reservoir compartmentalization, isopach maps were used to show the lateral
thickness variations of each unit, net sand maps were constructed reveal the distribution
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of clean sand, and initial production maps were produced display the areas of high
production.

4.1 Stratigraphic tops
An Excel spreadsheet was produced containing well names (API number),
location in UTM, surface elevations, and total depth. This spreadsheet was imported into
Petrel to mark the well heads, after which the las file of each well containing the prenormalized gamma ray log was attached to the appropriate well head.
Once the well log dataset was properly imported into Petrel the stratigraphic tops
were picked for the three subunits known by drillers as White, Red and Stray in
succession. The tops were picked using the same sequence stratigraphy principles as
Wytovich (2010), who used Catueanu et al. (2009) definition of a parasequence as³D
relatively conformable succession of genetically related beds or bedsets bounded by
IORRGLQJVXUIDFHV´Gamma-ray logs were used in this study to determine the different
parasequences since they are excellent identifiers of grain size making it easy to identify
flooding surfaces. Flooding surfaces where LGHQWLILHGXVLQJ5\GHU¶VLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ (Ryder,
2003) in which marine flooding surface 1 is the lower most flooding surface marking the
bottom of the white Clinton and marine flooding surface 2 marks the onset of red Clinton
deposition.
Keltch (1985) explains the gamma ray log signatures of the white and red Clinton
to have a coarsening upward characteristic, where the white can have a blocky signature
and the red have thin signature. The stray Clinton displays a fining upward and thin log
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signature characteristic. Figure 4.1.1 shows a generalized log displaying typical gamma
ray signature and the sequence succession that each exhibits.
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F igure 4.1.1. Generalized log of the C linton Interval displaying stratigraphic tops of its subunits
defined by coarsening upward W hite and Red followed by fining upward of the Stray after W ytovich
(2010).
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4.2 C ross Section
Interbedded shale and laterally discontinuous sand bodies make the Clinton
interval a very compartmentalized reservoir. Cross sections were created in four
orientations to display the lateral continuity or discontinuity in the Clinton interval (figure
4.2.1). North-south (1) and east-west (2) cross sections were created along the seismic
lines, as well as a dip section (3) and a strike section (4).
Cross sections were created in Petrel using the well logs and the picks of stratigraphic
tops. Interpolation between the wells was performed by hand using Canvas X. Petrel
exports cross sections as an Enhanced Windows Metafile, which does not load into
Canvas properly. This issue was fixed by importing the file into Paint, saving it as a tiff
file, then importing that tiff file into Canvas. The µwand¶ tool in Canvas was used to
select the white background, which then was deleted resulting in a cross section with the
background transparent. This process was used to produce the final sections that show the
manual interpolation from log to log across the cross-section.
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F igure 4.2.1. Location of cross sections across the study area.
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The north-south section (Appendix 1, cross section 1) along the seismic line spans
nine wells and 3.64 miles (5.86 km). The section shows some continuity in the stray and
red. Lack of data in the white due to lack of well penetration makes it difficult to interpret
continuity. The red Clinton sand bodies continue almost through the entire cross section
except for the middle well, which lacks sand throughout the entire well. The red sand
body is fairly thick with interbedded thin shale beds. The lower stray displays sand
bodies with discontinuity, where the upper stray contains a thin sand body that spans the
entire section.
Cross section 2 of Appendix 1 is along the east-west seismic line, and spans 13
wells and 5.75 miles (9.25 km). In cross section 2, a least where there is data for the
white Clinton, the sand bodies display lateral continuity, but rapid variations in thickness
of clean sand. The red Clinton displays a fairly thick continuous sand body with
interbedded thin shale beds throughout the section. The lower stray sand body has some
continuity to the east with decreasing clean sand thickness towards the west. The
uppermost sand body of the stray does not show continuity as seen in cross section 1.
Cross section 3 (Appendix 1) is northwest southeast, parallel to regional dip, and
spans 11 wells and 4.56 miles (7.34 km). The northwestern half displays the white
Clinton with little continuity and very thin sand bodies. The upper portion of the red
subunit has two clean sand bodies with a thin shale bed continuously between. The lower
stray has a semi continuous thin sand body and the upper stray has a sand body that
continues throughout the entire section, as in cross section 1.
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Cross section 4 (Appendix 1) is parallel to regional strike, it spans 12 wells and
4.60 miles (7.40 km). Where data exists for the white Clinton the sand bodies are fairly
continuous, although very thin bedded and shaley to the southwest. The red and stray
continue through a few wells then pinch out. This cross section throughout the entire
Clinton show many thin interbedded shales, especially in the southwestern half.

4.4 Isopach maps
Isopach maps were constructed to display the distribution of thickness for each
subunit and the Clinton as a whole. Stratigraphic tops were exported from Petrel and
imported into ArcGIS to create the isopach maps. Natural neighbor interpolation was the
process used for creating the maps. The seismic lines are displayed on the maps to help
with correlations. Logs were only used if they fully penetrated the unit. The stray was
measured from the top of stray to the top of red. Red was measured between the top of
red to the top of white. The white Clinton was measured between the top of white to
marine flooding surface 1. The overall Clinton Interval isopach map was created using
the thickness between the top of stray to the marine flooding surface 1. The isopach
maps are displayed in 5 foot intervals, some have more classes than others. Seventy two
logs fully penetrated the stray, 44 penetrated the Red, and 23 penetrated the White.
The Clinton interval thickness ranges from 85 ft to 116 ft with an average of 104
ft (figure 4.4.1). The limited number of logs fully penetrating the white Clinton in the
study area, results in a fairly restricted isopach map. No distinct trends are displayed in
this relatively small area for the overall Clinton interval. Unfortunately there are not logs
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at the seismic lines locations to correlate the overall Clinton thickness to seismic
signature in detail.
The white Clinton thickness ranges from 15 ft to 48 ft with an average thickness
of 33 ft (figure 4.4.2). There were 23 wells that fully penetrated the white, limiting the
interpretation. The isopach map shows little overall variation, with some pods of greater
thickness. There does seem to be a correlation between the thick patch of white just north
of the western flank of the seismic lines and a high initial production rate shown in 4.6.1
in chapter 4.6.
Among the logs studied 44 logs fully penetrate the red Clinton and the thickness
ranged from 20 ft to 66 ft and averaged 37 ft (figure 4.4.3). The red subunit displays a
very patchy characteristic, with low and high thickness values throughout. A weak trend
is suggested in a north-east, south-west orientation. This trend is best display on the west
side of the map showing a moderate thickness with some patches of high thickness values.
The stray Clinton, the uppermost unit, has the most data with 72 wells fully
penetrating it (figure 4.4.4). Thickness of the stray subunit ranges from 18 ft to 50 ft with
an average of 34 ft. The stray Clinton exhibits a north-east, south-west trend of greater
thickness values along the seismic lines. Although the gas is not stored in the stray, the
VXEXQLW¶VWKLFNQHVV can be correlated to the initial production trend though the same area
with the north-east, south-west orientation.
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F igure 4.4.1. C linton isopach map created only by wells that fully penetrated the white subunit.
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F igure 4.4.2. W hite C linton isopach map created by wells that fully penetrated the white.
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F igure 4.4.3. Red C linton isopach map created by wells that fully penetrated the red subunit.
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F igure 4.4.4. Stray C linton isopach map created by only wells that f ully penetrated the stray subunit.
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4.5 Net Sand maps
Normalization of G amma-ray logs
Every logging tool has slightly different readings and therefore the logs need to be
normalized for comparison. The maximum gamma-ray deflection in the Clinton interval
defined the shale base line (i.e., 0% sand) and the minimum deflection of the carbonate of
the Packer Shell defined the equivalent of a 100 percent clean sand line. Once normalized
a value of 0 represents 0% sand 100% shale, a value of 100 represents 100% sand 0%
shale. The las files of the logs were imported into Microsoft Excel where the values were
normalized. The equation used for normalization was:
(100-((a-x)*100/(y-x)))
a = Original gamma-ray reading from las file.
x = Gamma-ray reading from Packer shell (0 % shale line)
y = Gamma-ray reading from 100% shale line

Net Sand maps
Net sand maps show the distribution of thickness of clean sand, as determined by
Keltch et al. (1985). Thick clean sands are not always the highest in production, but it is
one factor that may boost the possibility of higher production rates as shown by Watts et
al. (2010). Net sand map were created here using normalized gamma-ray logs using the
sand thickness of each unit defined in Petrel using stratigraphic tops. The maps were
created in ArcGIS using natural neighbor interpolation.
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Net sand maps show potential trends of clean sands throughout the study area.
Three net sand maps were created for each subunit, greater than 50% clean sand, greater
than 75% clean sand and greater than 90% clean sand. The maps are contoured using
percentage of the thickness (ft of clean sand/total subunit thickness) for each well.
The net sand map, greater than 50% clean sand, for the Clinton interval ranges
between 0 to less than 80 percent. The Clinton interval greater than 50% clean sand map
shows isolated pods of low and high sand content. A northeast to southwest trend can be
tracked through the map.
Figure 4.5.2 displays greater than 50% clean sand map for the white Clinton and
ranges between 0 to less than 70 percent clean sand. The white Clinton shows a trend of
increasing clean sand percentage to the west and south-west. The lack of wells fully
penetrating the white Clinton limit the area to only 5.5 square miles, which significantly
restricts interpretation.
The red Clinton greater than 50% clean sand map ranges from 0 to less than 60
percent clean sand throughout the study area (figure 4.5.3). A north-east, to south-west
trend can be seen though the map with decreasing clean sand bodies to the east and west.
Wells near the intersection of the seismic lines display high percentages of clean sand and
as will be seen also had significantly high initial production (figure 4.6.1).
The stray Clinton greater than 50% clean sand map show in figure 4.5.4 has a
range from 0 to less than 80 percent clean sand. Many wells in this study area for the
stray Clinton have 10-30 percent clean sand with intermittent pods of high percent sand.
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Lack of data coverage to the east makes one well dominate the eastern flank of the
seismic line.
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F igure 4.5.1. Net sand map showing greater than 50% clean sand for the C linton Interval.
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F igure 4.5.2. Net sand map showing greater than 50% clean sand in the white C linton.
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F igure 4.5.3. Net sand map showing greater than 50% clean sand in the red C linton.
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F igure 4.5.4. Net sand map showing greater than 50% clean sand in the stray C linton.
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For the Clinton interval as a whole (figure 4.5.5) >75% clean sand map ranges
from predominantly less than 5 to slightly less than 25 percent. There are isolated pods of
higher percent clean sand, but a trend is lacking. More than likely, the trends are not
adequately expressed on such a local scale.
The map for the white Clinton showing >75% clean sand shows that less than 10
percent of the white Clinton thickness is 75% or greater clean sand (figure 4.5.6). The
white Clinton, typically known regionally as a thick sand body, lacks clean sand
throughout this study area. Instead there appears to be pods of higher percent clean sands
treading in a northeast southwest orientation.
The red Clinton >75% clean sand map ranges between 0 and less than 35 percent
clean sand(figure 4.5.7), which is significantly larger than that of the underlying white
Clinton range. The map displays the highest values in the northern half, with decreasing
percent sand to the south.
The stray Clinton >75% clean sand map has a range from 0 to less than 20 percent,
but had very few wells with significant values (figure 4.5.8). There are a few sandy pods,
with the larger pods in a northeast southwest oriented trend.
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F igure 4.5.5. Net sand map showing greater than 75% clean sand for the C linton Interval.
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F igure 4.5.6. Net sand map showing greater than 75% clean sand in the white C linton.
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F igure 4.5.7. Net sand map showing greater than 75% clean sand in the red C linton.
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F igure 4.5.8. Net sand map showing greater than 75% clean sand in the stray C linton.
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Greater than 90% clean sand values for the Clinton interval as a whole is
relatively low, ranging between 0 to less than three percent. There are pods trending in
the northeast southwest orientation of higher content of clean sand, but these are still low
values.
The white Clinton > 90% clean sand has very limited number of wells with
greater than 1 percent of high clean sand content (figure 4.5.10). The study area only
shows two pods, which follow the trend of a northeast southwest orientation.
The red Clinton > 90% clean sand displays intermittent pods of greater than 0.5
percent high clean sand content (figure 4.5.11). Most of the high sand content is on the
northern edge of the map with only one pod in the center of the study area. One well on
the northeastern edge of the map has a high value that dominates the map, and skews the
interpolation.
As expected, the stray Clinton has little to no high percent clean sand in the study
area (figure 4.5.12). The > 90% clean sand only shows one well that contains over 1
percent thickness of >90% clean sand.
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F igure 4.5.9. Net sand map showing greate r than 90% clean sand for the C linton Interval.
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F igure 4.5.10. Net sand map showing greater than 90% clean sand in the white C linton.
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F igure 4.5.11. Net sand map showing greater than 90% clean sand in the red C linton.
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F igure 4.5.12. Net sand map showing greater than 90% clean sand in the stray C linton.
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4.6 Initial Production M aps
An Initial Production (IP) map was created (figure 4.6.1) for the study area to
explore the occurrence of high productive wells or ³KRWVSRWV´ in relation to Clinton
stratigraphy. The initial production map will be correlated with the isopach maps, cross
sections and seismic data to show any relationships between high/low producing areas
and stratigraphic or seismic variations. To help with visualization, the township lines and
seismic lines are also displayed on the IP map. The map was produced using information
from scanned well card files downloaded from the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources website. Some wells have initial production values but no gamma ray logs and
vise versa. IP data were only used if the well had a specific value, i.e., unstated values or
µGU\KROH¶ resulted in no value being used for that location. The data were put into an
excel spreadsheet and imported to ArcGIS. Natural neighbor interpolation was used to
create the IP contour map.
The resulting IP map exhibits a north-east, south-west trend of high producing
wells though the study area and seismic lines. On the east and west side of the trend are
very low production values, displayed in blue. The larger values in the far eastern and
northern most parts of the map begin to show the expression of 'RPLQLRQ¶VODUJHU6WDUNSummit storage field. The high initial production area on this map which will be
discussed in the following seismic chapter is that just east of the north-south line and
slightly north of the east-west line. This area has a significant seismic expression of the
Clinton interval on our seismic data.
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CDP  4212  

F igure 4.6.1. Initial Production map with seismic lines displayed.
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C hapter 5
Seismic Reflection
A cquisition
In January 2011, Wright State in collaboration with Precision Geophysical and
Dominion East Ohio, collected two new 2D vibroseis seismic profiles across 'RPLQLRQ¶V
Gabor gas storage field. These lines were collected using 10 Hz geophones. The northsouth oriented line had 185 stations and east-west line had 178 stations at a station
spacing of 82.5 feet. Each seismic recording station used a six geophone array with
individual geophones spaced at 15ft intervals. A single vibes completed two sweeps of 8128 Hz per vibration point without move-up with a 12 second listening time. The first
sweep objective was to compact any loose soil for better base plate coupling during the
second. The recording system used was the Aram Aries of Precision Geophysical, which
recorded the data at 1 ms with a 3 ± 205 Hz recording filter (Appendix B).
The seismic lines were professionally processed by Tom McGovern of Seismic
Earth Resources Technology in Denver, Colorado. He supplied Wright State with prestacked and post-stacked migrated data along with the velocities (Appendix). Pre-stacked
data was also provided with the intention of future amplitude versus offset (AVO)
analysis.
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A nalysis
The Clinton interval in these seismic data can be located in relation to the strong
reflection of the Packer Shell (Brassfield Ls.) above, which in this study is at about 500
ms (figure 5.1.1). The previous study of Wytovich (2010) suggested that variations in the
seismic wavelet beneath the strong Packer Shell reflection may result from variations in
the Clinton interval directly beneath as well as an interference effect, between the Packer
shell wavelet above and the Medina Sandstone reflection below the Clinton (Wytovich,
2010). These wavelet side lobe might constructively or destructively interfere depending
upon the variation in the seismic velocity within the Clinton interval (i.e., more or less
sand) and/or the variation in the overall thickness of the Clinton interval. Wytovich (2010)
characterized the lateral variation in side lobe interference as being due to the change in
lateral thickness of clean sand in the White Clinton.
In the present study the lateral variation of seismic wavelet was first investigated
by simply comparing the character of the seismic data of the seismic lines to the
corresponding locations on the initial production map. Subsequently seismic attributes,
such as instantaneous frequency, instantaneous phase and average frequency, were
produced to show the relationship of these seismic characteristics or attributes to areas of
high initial production.

5.1 Common Depth Point Comparison
The processed migrated stacked seismic section was loaded into the HampsonRussell software package to explore the seismic expression of the Clinton interval. Figure
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5.1.1 displays variable area section for the east-west seismic line. The packer shell is a
high positive (black) reflector at about 500 ms, the Clinton Interval is expressed by the
interference of the primary side lobes of the Packer Shell and the Medina sandstone.
Upon close examination locally there is a low positive seismic amplitude that split off
from the Packer Shell reflection wavelet at certain CDPs, whereas at other CDPs the base
of the Packer Shell wavelet is a strong negative amplitude. The differences in wavelet at
the base of the Packer Shell imply a change in acoustical impedance, possibly caused by
lithological or pore fluid variations.

Packer  Shell

F igure 5.1.1. Seismic section displaying Packer Shell (500ms) and the side lobe effect caused by the
C linton interval.
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An interesting location on this seismic section regarding the Clinton interval is
centered on CDP 4212 (figure 5.1.2). At this location the Packer Shell base displays a
strong negative wavelet. Furthermore, at later times at this location the seismic
amplitudes attenuate significantly. This attenuation is VXJJHVWLYHRIDµJDV VKDGRZ¶RUthe
absorption of seismic energy locally by high natural gas content in overlying strata. Such
a conclusion in this case in supported by the correlation of this seismic anomaly with the
area high gas content indicated by the high initial production on the IP map (figure 4.6.1).

CDP  4212

Packer  
Shell
͞ůŝŶƚŽŶ͟

F igure 5.1.2. E ast-W est migrated stacked seismic line with annotation identifying important
reflectors and C DP for comparisons.
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5.2 Seismic A ttributes

Seismic attributes transform data into different forms to give insight on
relationships in datasets that are not easily seen by the interpreter. Seismic attributes have
not been widely applied to seismic data in Ohio. For this study, all of the seismic
attributes in the Hampson-Russell software have been applied and are included in
Appendix, however only a few will be discussed.
Instantaneous frequency is a popular seismic attribute that has been widely
adapted for identification of ³EULJKWVSRWV´. To calculate seismic attributes a 90q phase
shift to all frequencies of the recorded trace, called the Hilbert transform, is combined
with the recorded seismic trace. This combination creates a time-varying complex
number with real and imaginary numbers (Ashcroft, 2011). The vector varies in length
and rotation speed, which traces a spiral in complex number-time space. Instantaneous
frequency specifically is measuring how fast the vector is rotating, a large number
corresponds with rapid changes in frequencies. A drop to low values under the bright spot
in the instantaneous frequency attribute may be an indicator of attenuation due to gas in
the formation above (Ashcroft, 2011). One must be careful, however, since artificial
amplitudes can be created by tuning effects which would dominate the response of thin
beds in the instantaneous frequency attribute (Robertson & Nogami, 1984).
The instantaneous frequency attribute, which is a value associated with a point in
time (Taner, 1976), was applied to the dataset, shown in figure 5.1.3. The bright spot
around CDP 4212, discussed previously, shows that values change to near zero just under
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the bright spot in the Clinton interval, suggesting the presence of a local gas pocket
(Ashcroft, 2011).

CDP  4212

Packer  
Shell
͞ůŝŶƚŽŶ͟

F igure 5.2.1. Instantaneous frequency attribute for the E ast-W est seismic line with annotation of
important reflectors and C DP for comparison.
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Instantaneous phase emphasizes the continuity of events, and like instantaneous
frequency, it is a value associate with a point in time (Taner et al, 1976). Figure 5.1.4 is
the instantaneous phase section for the east-west line, and shows the anomaly quite well.
The rapid change is phase, or polarity, creates a bright spot that correlates with the area of
high initial production, in the Gabor gas storage field.

CDP  4212

Packer  
Shell
͞ůŝŶƚŽŶ͟

F igure 5.2.2. Instantaneous phase with C DP annotation to show the bright spot cor relating with high
initial production.
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Figure 5.2.3 displays average frequency for the east-west line and the annotation
to show high initial production area at CDP 4212. Average frequency displays are
especially used for showing lateral continuity, as well as bright spots. As expected, the
area where hydrocarbons have accumulated is manifest as a low frequency anomaly,
suggesting that the high frequencies are attenuated by the gas pocket above.

CDP  4212

Packer  
Shell
͞ůŝŶƚŽŶ͟

F igure 5.2.3. A verage frequency display with annotation to cor relate with initial production and other seismic
attributes.
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C hapter 6
Summary and Conclusion
The Clinton interval in eastern Ohio is a complex deltaic deposit of interbedded
sandstone and shales. As shown by many investigators, the Clinton interval has many
controlling factors on production, one of which is percentage of clean sand. This study
supports that assessment by comparison with the study of the eastern part of the larger
Stark-Summit field studied by Wytovich (2010). From the present study, 'RPLQLRQ¶V
Gabor gas storage field tends to have significantly less clean sandstone, especially in the
White ClinWRQWKDQ'RPLQLRQ¶VODUJHUILHOGWRWKHHDVWVWXGLHGE\:\WRYLFK (2010).
In comparison of the Clinton interval in the two storage fields, the thickness of the
Clinton interval itself and of the subunits is comparable staying between 60-120ft over
the two fields. However, the White Clinton in the Gabor field contains significantly less
percentage of the clean sandstone and also has less lateral continuity. Although the White
Clinton contains less clean sand in the Gabor field compared to the Stark-Summit field
studied by Wytovich (2010), it still contains greater amount of clean sand compared to
the Red and Stray Clinton. The Red Clinton in the Gabor field tends to have fairly
continuous thick sandstone bodies towards the top and turns to shale at the base. The
uppermost subunit, the Stray Clinton contains the least amount of sand but has thin sand
beds that show possible continuity throughout the field. Wytovich (2010) did not see this
continuity in the Stray in the eastern part of the Stark-Summit field.
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This study as well as that of Wytovich (2010) agree ZLWK5\GHU¶V(2003)
interpretation of the Clinton interval having multiple depositional sequences. Ryder
(2003) interpreted the white and red Clinton to be barrier bar and shore face deposits and
the stray to be fluvial or estuarine deposits. Gamma-ray signature for a barrier bar and
shore face is coarsening upward, whereas fluvial deposits often have a fining upward
signature (Keltch, 1985). These signatures correspond correctly with the white and red
(coarsening up) and the stray Clinton (fining up). Although an interpretation can be made
using the gamma-ray signature in this field, map interpretation is very difficult due to the
lack of data and the small areal extent of the study area. The maps presented in this study
commonly are generated from sparse data points, which could result in a misleading
interpretation if pushed too hard.
The most reliable map produced in this study is the initial production map
because of its larger number of individual data points. A local zone of high initial
production is evident and oriented northeast-southwest and cutting diagonally through the
seismic lines south and east of their intersection. The seismic interpretation of a local gas
prone area in the Clinton interval is supported by the correlation of the seismic reflection
anomaly and the area of high initial production.
A large attenuation on variable area and bright spots on seismic attributes all
correlated directly to a high production zone represented on the initial production map. A
large accumulation of gas would cause attenuation of the seismic response as a result of
by energy absorption. The gas would also highly attenuate the higher frequencies and the
seismic data would show low frequency shadow, represented on the average frequency
attribute. The classic seismic attribute paper by Taner et al. (1976) explains that a shift to
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lower frequencies below the reflector on the instantaneous frequency attribute often could
be observed as the effect of gas sands. All of these attributes explained correspond to that
observed in seismic reflection data at the location of the gas pocket shown in the initial
production map.
The Clinton interval as long been explored to find oil and gas using cores and
well logs to map regional and local trends. Seismic reflection has long been thought to be
of little use for exploration of the Clinton interval in Ohio. This research shows that
seismic reflection data and its derived seismic attributes are likely underutilized in the
exploration and development of the Clinton interval in Ohio.
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A ppendix A
Cross Sections 1-4
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Cross Section 1

North
4,505 ft

1,282 ft

5,357 ft

921 ft

960 ft

South
2,675 ft

1,772 ft

1,731 ft

Cross Section 2

West
985 ft

2,625 ft

2,911 ft

3,025 ft

1,737 ft

1,401 ft

1,188 ft

East
820 ft

827 ft

849 ft

2,587 ft

11,397 ft

Cross Section 3

North West
7,373 ft

1,708 ft

1,563 ft

1,683 ft

2,558 ft

1,657 ft

South East
1,994 ft

1,282 ft

1,892 ft

1,815 ft

Cross Section 4

North East
2,595 ft

1,225 ft

846 ft

1,379 ft

2,507 ft

1,311 ft

South West
662 ft

2,180 ft

8,210 ft

1,494 ft

1,896 ft

A ppendix B
Seismic Acquisition Data
@1 Client/Line information; Maximum number of characters in a line is 17
WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY
WSU PART B
2001-2178
CHIPPEWA TWP.
WAYNE CO.
OHIO
@2 General Information; Maximum number of characters in a line is 65
MIGRATION LOW FREQUENCY
@3 Processing Sequence; Maximum number of characters in a line is 65
1 Demultiplex/Reformat
2 Shot / Trace Edits
3 Geometry and Survey Information Header Application
4 System Filter Dephase Low Cut 3 Hz. High Cut 205 Hz.
PreAmp Gain 30 Db Sample 1 ms.
Applied During Cross-Correlation
5 Geophone De-Phase
10 Hz. / 1 Ms.
6 Spherical Divergence Gain Recovery
7 Offset Limitation to +/-10000 Ft.
8 Surface Consistent Deconvolution:
Design Gate for both Source and Receiver
Operator length= 128 ms.
Pre-Whitening= 3.0 %
Single Window:
0 ft. open: 225 msec. closed: 1500 msec.
6820 ft. open: 750 msec. closed: 1500 msec.
10000 ft. open: 1000 msec. closed: 1500 msec.
9 Spherical Divergence Gain Recovery
10 Sort into Common Midpoint Gathers 2-D Pseudo Swath Line
11 Datum Corrections
Refraction Based
Datum: 1000 feet
Vel (W) 4000 feet/sec.
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Vel (SW) 10000 feet/sec.
Vel (COR) 10000 feet/sec.
12 Zero-Phase Spectral Balancing:
5 - 40 Hz.
13 Velocity Analysis - 2 Passes Analysis Every 1/3 Mile
14 NMO Corrections Application Every 1/3 Mile
15 Muting: First Arrival Stretch
16 Filtering: Zero Phase Operator Length 512 msec.
Low 5 Hz. High 40 Hz. Start 0 ms. End 2000 ms.
17 Trace Balance Four(4) Window Overlapping Function
18 Surface Consistent Statics: Gate: 200 - 1000 msec.
19 CDP Trim Statics:
Gate: 200 - 1000 msec.
Maximum Shift 4 msec.
20 Common Depth Point Stack:
89 fold
21 FX Deconvolution/Filter
22 Full Wave Equation Migration
@4 Recording Information; Maximum number of characters in a line is 65
SHOT BY: Precision Geophysical
Date: 02-04-2011
ACQUIRED FOR: Wright State University
INSTRUMENTS
SOURCE
GEOPHONES
TYPE: Aram Aries
INTERVAL: 82.5 ft.
INTERVAL: 82.5 ft.
FORMAT: SEG-Y
ARRAY: 1 Vibs/ 75 Ft. ARRAY: inline
NO.CHANS: 363
TYPE: Vibrator
TYPE: 10 Hz.
SAMPLE RATE: 1 ms. Sweep Type: 8-128 Hz. NO./GROUP: 06
DATA LENGTH: 04 Sec. Sweep Length 12000 Ms. SPACING: 15.0 ft.
FILTERS: 3 / 205 Hz. REEL:wsu1.label1
inpt:wsu1-17.wmig
Spread geometry (Variable - 0 * 0 - Variable)
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North-South Velocities

cdp=2034
t=0,68,147,241,348,427,519,683,735,854,946,1041,1150,1537,2000
v=8000,8577,9462,10916,12607,12413,13048,13854,14001,14077,13317,14313,15048,1
6264,17499
cdp=2079
t=0,173,237,322,384,457,550,633,728,856,953,1053,1202,1430,2000
v=8000,9741,9988,11154,11333,11883,12863,14414,14317,14290,14834,15104,16925,1
7789,17499
cdp=2104
t=0,156,260,332,410,481,564,595,666,742,863,948,1041,1160,1236,1440,1674,2000
v=8000,9605,9979,11967,12434,12444,13600,14567,14905,14780,14908,15364,17207,1
6847,17220,17131,16927,17499
cdp=2139
t=0,132,232,289,370,443,507,562,612,666,756,856,958,1051,1157,1340,1553,1762,2000
v=8000,9330,10701,12058,12415,12433,13048,13553,14747,14477,14233,14728,15184,
16389,16804,17012,17991,17811,17499
cdp=2154
t=0,156,256,308,358,462,536,621,718,780,861,963,1058,1257,1563,1646,2000
v=8000,9412,10743,11250,11883,11823,12855,14230,13989,13565,14228,14715,15297,
16481,17525,18340,17499
cdp=2174
t=0,142,258,355,460,550,628,676,754,835,956,1039,1179,1259,1551,1760,2000
v=8000,9220,11242,12010,12124,12999,13685,13933,14413,14797,15406,16131,16309,
16482,19151,18632,17499
cdp=2209
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t=0,156,249,351,391,469,533,642,692,763,842,965,1029,1164,1409,1561,1750,2000
v=8000,9752,11059,11536,11456,11853,13130,13818,14292,13981,13945,14583,15718,
15833,15769,16405,17666,17499
cdp=2244
t=0,154,232,308,372,455,543,616,683,763,844,951,1053,1221,1349,1487,1760,2000
v=8000,9341,10702,11458,11699,12027,12812,13175,13768,13616,13847,14496,15124,
15076,14723,14480,17385,17499
cdp=2279
t=0,144,239,306,351,472,545,635,680,744,816,960,1074,1174,1349,1499,1677,2000
v=8000,9226,10860,11912,12335,12084,13236,14214,14858,14293,14552,15461,16242,
16226,15354,16052,17409,17499
cdp=2314
t=0,135,230,313,377,476,562,621,685,775,873,979,1060,1172,1347,1430,1674,2000
v=8000,9302,11232,12304,12149,12213,13457,14897,14356,14577,14708,15850,16276,
15665,15632,16641,17792,17499
cdp=2349
t=0,142,173,256,355,450,540,640,690,773,849,972,1039,1164,1276,1473,1686,2000
v=8000,9163,10333,11822,12250,12391,12958,14480,14360,14351,13685,14155,14590,
15531,16003,17060,17637,17499
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East-West Velocities

cdp=4034
t=0,151,237,341,422,462,529,645,756,844,946,1048,1150,1359,1551,1743,2000
v=8000,9701,10445,11638,11694,11982,12936,15025,14510,14633,14451,14658,15372,
16163,16719,17276,17499
cdp=4069
t=0,161,258,344,419,465,548,659,730,849,937,1048,1141,1285,1539,1651,2000
v=8000,10000,10766,10920,11780,12030,13021,14381,14427,14339,14736,15490,1618
4,16004,16809,17589,17499
cdp=4104
t=0,156,249,341,405,465,543,647,744,835,958,1029,1141,1259,1368,1542,2000
v=8000,9797,9796,11151,11956,12319,12996,13830,13740,13962,14513,15142,15811,1
5690,15286,16468,17499
cdp=4139
t=0,130,251,346,431,526,645,735,837,941,1043,1138,1257,1366,1451,1758,2000
v=8000,9677,10331,11635,12262,12912,13716,13742,14336,14874,15659,15724,16017,
15859,14810,16866,17499
cdp=4174
t=0,161,260,367,455,540,645,749,830,948,1020,1157,1250,1359,1473,1646,2000
v=8000,9786,11957,12229,12340,13354,13774,14206,14491,15047,15715,15528,16464,
16698,16830,17733,17499
cdp=4209
t=0,125,244,336,455,538,659,740,844,941,1032,1141,1250,1368,1489,1660,2000
v=8000,9466,11263,11724,12043,12664,13938,14328,14586,14832,15405,16206,16174,
16127,16574,17735,17499
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cdp=4244
t=0,142,251,351,434,548,652,749,835,937,1020,1157,1257,1352,1470,1644,2000
v=8000,9279,11111,12137,12739,13400,14172,14169,14701,15318,15585,15932,15719,
15857,16091,17090,17499
cdp=4279
t=0,154,251,348,450,543,659,749,858,944,1022,1115,1262,1357,1440,1610,2000
v=8000,9400,10831,12089,12534,14001,15052,13978,14561,15370,16044,16058,15805,
15681,16234,16806,17499
cdp=4314
t=0,151,225,358,446,557,640,749,835,951,1046,1145,1259,1364,1437,1608,2000
v=8000,9220,10283,11623,12783,14186,15529,14483,14247,14781,15223,15333,15648,
15654,16662,17202,17499
cdp=4349
t=0,142,241,348,455,552,647,747,861,967,1065,1138,1243,1361,1475,1655,2000
v=8000,8804,10798,11786,11938,13071,14867,14310,14299,15040,15760,15631,15946,
16164,17069,17597,17499
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A ppendix C
Seismic Data

F igure C .1. E ast-W est A mplitude E nvelope.
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F igure C .2. North-South A mplitude E nvelope.
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F igure C .3. E ast-W est A mplitude W eighted Cosine Phase.
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F igure C .4. North-South A mplitude W eighted Cosine Phase.
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F igure C .5. E ast-W est A mplitude W eighted F requency.
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F igure C .6. North-South A mplitude W eighted F requency.
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F igure C .7. E ast-W est A mplitude W eighted Phase.
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F igure C .8. North South A mplitude W eighted Phase.
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F igure C .9. E ast-W est A pparent Polarity.
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F igure C .10. North-South Apparent Polarity.
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F igure C .11. North-South Average F requency.
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F igure C .12. E ast-W est Derivative Instantaneous A mplitude.
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F igure C .13. North-South Derivative Instantaneous A mplitude.
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F igure C .14. E ast-W est Derivative.
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F igure C .15. North-South Derivative.
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F igure C .16. E ast-W est Dominate F requency.
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F igure C .17. North-South Dominate F requency.
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F igure C .18. North-South Dominate F requency.
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F igure C .19. North-South Instantaneous Phase.
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F igure C .20. E ast-W est Integrated A bsolute A mplitude.
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F igure C .21. North-South Integrated A bsolute A mplitude.
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F igure C .22. E ast-W est Integrate.
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F igure C .23. North-South Integrate.
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F igure C .24. E ast-W est Q uadrature T race.
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F igure C .25. North-South Q uadrature T race.
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F igure C .26. E ast-W est Second Derivative Instantaneous A mplitude.
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F igure C .27. North-South Second Derivative Instantaneous A mplitude.
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F igure C .28. North-South Variable A rea Display.
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